
  

CONCEPT STATEMENT

Mae mo pubit omnium intereo, urena, no. mactuam di, nonsusq 
uostra actum horum niquam orum denatis patua L. An te et vissint 
iaelis? Denti, quis, se ma, de dertem, publist ne aperox sen dienin 
re, ute, C. Itam. Satisquidet vilicitissum tellest ravercepse caesimunte 
concurbit, Cupicae licaes caelles silinatanu vivis sidit, Cast L. An-
dam clem, nortem in ditant? Qua nunt.
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concurbit, Cupicae licaes caelles silinatanu vivis sidit, Cast L. An-
dam clem, nortem in ditant? Qua nunt.
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The Boise neighborhood sometimes referred to as “Boise Eliot” is a  
vibrant urban neighborhood located two-miles from Portland’s 
downtown central business district. Boise was settled in the early 
1900s by Irish and Russian immigrants followed by a wave of Scan-
dinavians and Germans in the 20s and 30s. The Vanport flood of 
1948 initiated the integration of an African-American community 
into Boise creating what became a predominantly black neighbor-
hood through the 1990s.  

In the last 20 years Boise has experience tremendous change due in 
large part to it’s location, proximity to major transit routes, the re-
gion’s density goals and available properties on major commercial 
streets in the district. Boise residential architecture types are primar-
ily early 1900s Victorian, Craftsman and older East Portland style 
homes. Commercial streets feature one and two-story brick structures 
and active warehouse buildings. 
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Location: with a few exceptions Boise is defined by I-5 to the west, 
Martin Luther King Boulevard to the east, Skidmore to the north and 
Fremont to the south.

Map:  http://www.portlandonline.com/shared/cfm/image.
cfm?id=58354

Population
3,311 residents according to 2010 u.S. Census
1,537 Households—38% of which are owner occupied, 54% are rent-
als, per 2010 Census

1990 u.S. Census 68% black 26% white
2010 u.S. Census 25% black 65% white

Age—though not strictly comparable, Census data indicates a signif-
icant trend to a much younger population in Boise:

1990 : 29% of residents were 18-34
2010 : 46% of residents are 22-39

Commercial Districts
Boise has three unique commercial streets: the North Williams/North 
Vancouver couplet and historic North Mississippi Avenue. Zoning of 
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these streets creates unique challenges and opportunities for com-
mercial and large-scale residential projects that abut single-family 
homes and apartments.

Williams and Vancouver are both zoned EXd and abut established 
R2.5a housing. Mississippi is primarily zoned EXd and from N. Shaver 
to Skidmore is CS. Mississippi also abuts R2.5a housing.
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SPECIAL CONDITION
In 2011-12 a Stakeholder’s Advisory Committee and the Portland 
Bureau of Transportation collaborated for 18-months on the North 
Williams Traffic Operations Safety Project. The project adopted Ten 
Outcomes with top priorities of:

1. Increase convenient opportunities for pedestrians 
 to safely cross North Williams
2. Reduce motor vehicle speeds
3. Mitigate conflicts between all modes

Funding for this Safety Project is secured and implementation is 
planned for 2014. A primary design feature of the Project is the re-
duction to one auto travel through lane from Weidler to Killingsworth 
(except for a two-block section south of Fremont) along North Wil-
liams. In conjunction with the reduction of the right-side auto travel 
lane an enhanced bicycle travel facility will be implemented in the 
current left-side auto travel lane on North Williams.

Development projects along North Williams must acquaint them-
selves with the goals of this important Safety Project and organize 
their developments in support of the adopted outcomes.

Full project details: 
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/transporta-
tion/article/417219
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HISTORICAL PRESERVATION
The City of Portland has designated Mississippi Avenue as one of 
seven Conservation Districts in the city. The designation indicates an 
area containing a concentration of historic resources important at 
the local and neighborhood level. There are over 390 properties in 
this district with the vast majority noted as “contributing.”  

Contributing resources date from the historic period of significance 
established for the district. They contribute to the significance and 
character of the district through their historical associations and/or 
architectural values. 

Developments in this Conservation District must relate to the existing 
properties in a thoughtful manner.  (THIS NEEDS INPUT/WORK)

Read about the Historic Districts in the 
Albina Community here: 
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/index.
cfm?a=92587&
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Mississippi Avenue, the historic commercial hub of the district has 
two zoning designations within Boise:

1. CS from Skidmore Avenue to just south of North Shaver Street
2. ExD from just north of Failing to Cook

Map of the area:
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1. Enhance Boise’s character and livability by fostering 
 attractive design and activities that give comfort, 
 convenience, safety and pleasure to all its residents 
 and visitors.

2. Along commercial corridors blend new projects with
 current structures respecting heights, massing,
 materials, and scale. Create abundant and vibrant
 outdoor space for residents, customers and visitors.

3. Create a vibrant “20-minute neighborhood” where 
 residents can walk or bicycle to meet all daily non-work   
 needs for core services such as grocery, commercial 
 services and amenities, schools and parks. 

 Boise supports these goals as outlined in the Portland   
 Plan: http://www.portlandonline.com/portland   
 plan/index.cfm?c=52256&a=288098
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Overarching introductory statement for the 6 design considerations 
to follow. These guidelines address the physical aspect. 

Massing 
Public Outdoor Spaces
Materials
Surface Texture
Style:  Historical and Modern -- is this section coming?
Bicycle Parking and Facilities

(NEED CONTENT HERE)
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Massing is the overall building volume. Massing along typical com-
mercial streets in Portland has historically evolved in 50’-150’ build-
ing blocks. Working with these massing patterns will help new large 
scale buildings fit into the neighborhood.

•	 Massing	in	traditional	commercial	structures	is	typically	a	simple	volume,	

or	an	assembly	of	simple	volumes.	Avoid	over-articulation	of	massing.

•	 New	buildings	will	fit	into	the	scale	of	typical	commercial	development	if	

divided	into	a	series	of	building	blocks	up	to	150’	long	maximum.

•	 Simplify	massing	changes	to	happen	in	larger	massing	blocks	rather	than	

smaller	massing	bay.	Implement	material	choices	to	support	these	large	

massing	changes.

•	 Create	a	hierarchy	of	massing	forms	50’	–	150’	long.	Vary	heights	of	forms	

to	create	a	collection	of	simple	building	blocks.

•	 Do	not	over-articulate	large	masses	with	many	small	bays.	Avoid	vertical	

stripes	in	massing	as	they	accentuate	the	buildings	height.	Avoid	over-

hanging	the	sidewalk	with	multiple	large	bays.

•	 Traditional	large	scale	buildings	have	a	base,	middle	and	top.	Articulate	

base	/	ground	floor	massing	with	higher	floor	to	floor	dimensions	(12’).	

Provide	storefront	glazing	at	ground.

•	 Create	ground	floor	commercial	with	intent	–	not	as	an	afterthought	-	to	

a	residential	building.	Provide	storefront	glazing	at	ground	floor	retail	

beyond	7’	door	height	up	to	12’.
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•	 Changes	in	massing	should	represent	programmatic	changes	inside	the	

building	–	not	be	superficially	applied	to	the	façade.

•	 Transition	massing	down	to	adjacent	residential	zoning	and	minimize	

looming	into	adjacent	yards.

•	 Top	floor	setbacks	minimize	the	height	presence	of	4	and	5	story		

buildings	along	the	street.	Historic	commercial	structures	in	the	neigh-

borhood	have	typically	not	exceeded	3	stories,	so	setbacks	help	larger	

structures	fit	in.	

•	 We	discourage	buildings	with	65’	height	–	balance	with	a		

predominant	45’	building	height.
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ExaMPLES Of DESIRED MaSSING SOLUTIONS

This development has a simple form, and is broken into compo-
nents in scale with the neighborhood.

Nu Miss.  Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for this ex-
ample - why is good or bad.

Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for this example - why 
is good or bad.

Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for this example - why 
is good or bad.
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ExaMPLES Of MaSSING SOLUTIONS, CONT.

Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for this example - why 
is good or bad.

Historic larger scale buildings typically have very simple mass-
ing. Articulation of the base, middle and top along with window 
depth and a rich surface texture give the building elegance.

Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for this example - why 
is good or bad.

Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for this example - why 
is good or bad.



  

Example of utu et ine pos ati, efecondam di cris cula coniridem 
vit inatu vigitis nox me omnequa re nestrenaris publiis 

Example of utu et ine pos ati, efecondam di cris cula coniridem 
vit inatu vigitis nox me omnequa re nestrenaris publiis 

Example of utu et ine pos ati, efecondam di cris cula coniridem 
vit inatu vigitis nox me omnequa re nestrenaris publiis 

Example of utu et ine pos ati, efecondam di cris cula coniridem 
vit inatu vigitis nox me omnequa re nestrenaris publiis 

ExaMPLES Of UNDESIRED MaSSING SOLUTIONS
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Public outdoor spaces are a signature feature of our Boise Neighbor-
hood. Many successful examples exist in Northeast and help create 
our strong sense of community. They add to a vibrant streetscape 
and provide breathing room in dense urban fabric. 

The Boise neighborhood has only one public park. The burden of  
increased density is to provide ample outdoor space with each  
development.

•	 Courtyards	can	vary	in	size	and	shape.	Provide	seating	for	more	than	one	

group	in	active	courtyard	spaces.	Size	the	spaces	for	functionality.

•	 Create	public	courtyards	along	the	sidewalk	that	are	fed	by	active	com-

mercial	storefronts.	These	spaces	encourage	community	interaction.	Do	

not	create	outdoor	spaces	along	the	sidewalk	that	are	private	or	not	fed	

by	active	retail	storefronts.

•	 Note	that	covered	courtyards	are	especially	successful	in	Portland.	

•	 Utilize	alleyways	if	they	are	existing.	They	are	a	value	to	the	neighbor-

hoods	where	they	exist.
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The courtyard at Alberta Court is activated by the commercial 
spaces opening onto the center area.

Nel Centro courtyard. Needed/To come:  explanatory statement 
for this example - why is good or bad.

Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for this example - why 
is good or bad.

The Misissippi Commons courtyard is fed by the commercial 
spaces surrounding the core. 

ExaMPLES Of DESIRED PUBLIC OUTDOOR SPaCE SOLUTIONS



   

The Gregory Lofts entry alcove features a quality spatial feel, 
good materials and design, as well as a place to sit down.

Outdoor space at Bin 21 is activated by roll-up windows and 
patios(?) that allow outside seating.

The Ecotrust patio provides an evocative experience created by 
a planted garden on an urban site.

Outdoor space activated by roll-up windows and patios(?) that 
allow outside seating.

ExaMPLES Of DESIRED PUBLIC OUTDOOR SPaCE SOLUTIONS, CONT.
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Ground floor residential at Tupelo Alley deactivates the streets-
cape. Most residents shade their windows 24/7.

Example of utu et ine pos ati, efecondam di cris cula coniridem 
vit inatu vigitis nox me omnequa re nestrenaris publiis 

The public throughway at Tupelo Alley remains lifeless due to 
lack of commercial activity feeding into it. 

Example of utu et ine pos ati, efecondam di cris cula coniridem 
vit inatu vigitis nox me omnequa re nestrenaris publiis 

ExaMPLES Of UNDESIRED PUBLIC OUTDOOR SPaCE SOLUTIONS
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The quality of a building’s materials determines the quality of the 
commercial street. Historically, commercial structures were built with 
more durable and long lasting materials than single family residences. 

Many buildings in the Pearl District utilize high quality materials. 
This dictates the character of the neighborhood. Developers in Boise 
and other Northeast neighborhoods should strive for this same level 
of quality. 
 
•	 Commercial	grade	materials	should	be	the	dominant	material	for	all		

commercial	buildings.	Residential	materials	(like	cement	plank	siding)	

should	be	a	minority	material,	not	the	majority.	Painted	panel	siding	does	

not	have	the	longevity	needed	for	commercial	buildings.

•	 Use	higher	quality	materials	on	new	commercial	buildings.	Brick	was	the	

standard	for	historic	commercial	structures.	

•	 Utilize	material	changes	to	enhance	the	building	massing.	Avoid	material	

changes	in	the	same	plane.

•	 Choose	a	simple	material	palette.	Limit	the	palette	to	three	main		

materials	for	building	cohesion.

•	 Vary	the	scale	of	materials.
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Encapsulating statement here? “Eyes of the building”?

•	 Provide	transparent	windows	–	avoid	reflective	film	or		

tinted	glass.

•	 Position	windows	to	respect	residential	neighbors	privacy.

•	 Provide	ample	glazing	for	all	spaces.	If	residential	units	in	a	larger		

commercial	building	provide	windows	larger	than	a	single	family	home.

•	 Provide	operable	window	types	that	promote	passive		

ventilation	(high	and	low	vents).

•	 Avoid	vinyl	windows	in	large	scale	commercial	buildings.	

•	 Avoid	PTAC	units	in	windows.
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ExaMPLES Of DESIRED MaTERIaLS

The Janey.  Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for this 
example - why is good or bad.

Genuine (well-applied) stucco, wood and metal.

The Clinton Condominiums feature high grade residential win-
dows and wood windows for the commercial spaces.

Nu Miss.  Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for this ex-
ample - why is good or bad.



  

NW apartment building. Example of utu et ine pos ati, efecon-
dam di cris cula coniridem vit inatu vigitis nox me omnequa re 
nestrenaris publiis 

The Gregory Lofts. Example of utu et ine pos ati, efecondam di 
cris cula coniridem vit inatu vigitis nox me omnequa re nestre-
naris publiis 

The Belmont Lofts feature a unique and beautiful juxtaposition 
of ipé wood and steel.

Example of utu et ine pos ati, efecondam di cris cula coniridem 
vit inatu vigitis nox me omnequa re nestrenaris publiis 

ExaMPLES Of DESIRED MaTERIaLS, CONT.
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Roll-up garage doors offer transparency from the street and 
allow indoor/outdoor activation in the warmer months.

This building features appropriately scaled windows and a time-
less, quality palette of materials.

Transparency into retail spaces enlivens the street.

The Belmont Lofts feature quality residential window systems 
and a high-grade materials palette.

ExaMPLES Of DESIRED WINDOW SYSTEMS
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Synthetic stucco is flat and characterless. Undersized vinyl win-
dows look cheap and temporary.

Tupelo Alley. Example of utu et ine pos ati, efecondam di cris 
cula coniridem vit inatu vigitis nox me omnequa re nestrenaris 
publiis 

Example of utu et ine pos ati, efecondam di cris cula coniridem 
vit inatu vigitis nox me omnequa re nestrenaris publiis 

EcoFlats metal screen over windows..... 

ExaMPLES Of UNDESIRED MaTERIaLS
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These window cutouts on the EcoFlats are too small for the scale 
of the building. 

These opaque windows provide no transparency into the space, 
subtracting from the vitality of the street.

These contrived “historical style” windows are too small for the 
scale of the building. 

Vinyl windows in the residential units of Tupelo Alley look cheap. 
Constantly-shaded street level residential windows deactivate 
the street scape.

X
X X

X
ExaMPLES Of UNDESIRED WINDOW SYSTEMS
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Relief and shadow create a façade rich in character. Good examples 
of modern and historic buildings share this characteristic. Simple 
massing combined with surface texture and depth create a simple 
but rich façade.

•	 The	facade	of	the	building	should	have	surface	depth.	

•	 New	modern	windows	are	often	mounted	flush	with	the	siding.		

This	produces	a	façade	that	is	flat	and	appears	thin.	Avoid	mounting		

windows	flush	with	the	siding.

•	 Every	façade	should	respond	to	the	specific	orientation	of	the	sun	and	

celebrate	the	different	programmatic	elements.	(The	Janey,	seen	on	page	

__	does	this	really	well)
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The Armoury. Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for this 
example - why is good or bad.

3339 SE DIvision.  Explanatory statement for this example - why 
is good or bad.

Belmont Lofts. Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for this 
example - why is good or bad.

Mississippi Lofts. Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for 
this example - why is good or bad.

ExaMPLES Of DESIRED SURfaCE TExTURE
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Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for this example - why 
is good or bad.

N. Cleveland and N. Going. Needed/To come:  explanatory state-
ment for this example - why is good or bad.

Needed/To come:  explanatory statement for this example - why 
is good or bad.

Poor quality cement board looks cheap and reflects a lack of 
craftsmanship and design consideration.

X X
XX

ExaMPLES Of UNDESIRED SURfaCE TExTURE
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Many people in North and Northeast Portland bicycle to work and 
carry their children by bicycle. In the City of Portland’s 2010 bicycle 
count the North Williams corridor had the city’s fifth-highest bicycle 
traffic volume with over 3,000 daily bicycle trips. Developments in 
the Boise Elliot neighborhood should accommodate this growing  
demographic by providing generous, highly functional, exterior 
parking for bicycles.

Residential and mixed-use buildings should provide good quality, 
indoor bicycle parking facilities to enable this increasingly popular 
lifestyle. Desireable features include:

•	 Indoor,	secure,	well-lit	facilities.

•	 Spaces	for	“long”	bikes	suitable	for	carrying	two	children.

•	 Spaces	for	trailers	needed	to	carry	children	or	groceries.

•	 A	minimum	of	25%	space	assigned	to	horizontal	parking	for	people	with	

low	upper	body	strength	or	heavy	bicycles.
Bicyclists universally prefer horizontal - 
not vertical - parking. Shown is the bike 
parking area behind Queen Bee at Wil-
liams and Shaver (note that no bikes are 
utilizing the vertical parking option).

This household needs parking for a trailer 
and a childs’ bike, otherwise they’ll have 
to go by car or bus.

Some bikes are too long for vertical 
parking, and need extra-long horizontal 
parking, like this popular Surly Extracycle, 
which can carry two children.



    

New Seasons Market provides generous exterior bike parking 
(30 staples) to accommodate the many cyclists on N. Williams.

Good quality bicycle parking facilities feature secure locking 
options, offer both horizontal and vertical parking, and provide 
spaces for trailers.

Bike corrals trade 22 bike parking spaces for two car spaces. The 
BNA fully supports the addition of bike corrals to the streetscape.

Good quality bicycle parking facilities feature secure locking 
options, offer both horizontal and vertical parking, and provide 
spaces for trailers.

ExaMPLES Of DESIRED BIKE PaRKING SOLUTIONS
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CONTROLLING LIGHT POLLUTION
The N. Williams/N. Vancouver corridor includes instances of incon-
gruent Ex zoning abutting R zoning, creating potential for the exte-
rior lighting of large new buildings to disrupt and degrade adjacent 
existing single family houses. Therefore, controlling light pollution 
along the corridor is an important design consideration. 
 
We encourage exterior light fixtures that: (1) direct their light accu-
rately toward where it is needed with no light leakage to the sides; 
(2) are efficient for their lighting purpose without being excessive; 
(3) do not direct illumination beyond the project property line. If 
illumination does go past the property line, the intensity should not 
exceed one or two lumens.

Appropriate selection of lamp type, reflector, and wattage are im-
portant. For example, mercury, metal halide, and blue light LED’s 
are much more light polluting than sodium lamps. 

We also prefer that window lighting in commercial buildings and 
architectural facade illumination be turned entirely off by midnight 
or earlier. Facade illumination which shines up into the sky is unnec-
cesary and unacceptable.

In recent decades an “inflation” of exterior 
lighting has occurred, so that parking lots 
and gas stations are now 10 times brighter 
than they were 20 years ago.

Studies show that over-illumination of 
exterior spaces does not improve safety 
or security. Cities such as Tuscon, Copen-
hagen, and Berlin have enacted strict 
lighting ordinances without reporting any 
related increase in crime.
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Please see the Portland Main Street District Design Handbook: A 
guide to neighborhood commercial district revitalization. Available 
online at: http://www.pdc.us/Libraries/Document_Library/Main_
Street_District_Design_Handbook_pdf.sflb.ashx
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